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1. INTRODUCTION
Noncompressive shocks are discontinuous solutions of systems of hyper-
bolic conservation laws with the property that all families of characteristics
w xpass through the shock, thus violating the Lax entropy condition 10 . In
other words, noncompressive shocks are neither compressive nor expansive
in any characteristic field. Allowing all noncompressive shocks leads to one
 .or more parameter families of solutions of the Riemann initial value
problem, which describes how an initial discontinuity propagates forward
in time. Uniqueness can generally be recovered, however, by imposing a
suitable additional condition, the most general form of which is known as
w xthe kinetic relation 1]3, 6 . The term undercompressi¨ e shock is properly
reserved for a noncompressive shock satisfying the chosen kinetic relation.
Undercompressive shocks were first studied as solutions of nonstrictly
w xhyperbolic systems of conservation laws 7, 11, 14, 17 , and as special
w xsolutions of systems of mixed type 12, 16, 18, 20 . Recently, however, it has
been discovered that undercompressive shocks occur naturally in strictly
hyperbolic scalar equations in which the nonlinear flux function is noncon-
w xvex 6, 8 . In this context, undercompressive shocks are approximated by
travelling wave solutions of higher-order equations in which small dissipa-
tive and dispersive terms are added to the hyperbolic conservation law.
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In this paper, we analyze the occurrence of undercompressive shocks in
the strictly hyperbolic system of one-dimensional nonlinear elasticity in the
special case that the stress-strain relation is given by a monotonic cubic
function. The kinetic relation used here is derived from the viscosity-capil-
w xlarity admissibility condition introduced by Slemrod 20 . This condition
adds dissipative and dispersive terms to the hyperbolic system as in the
scalar case. Travelling waves for the resulting system are analyzed directly,
leading to a complete description of all admissible shock waves.
 .The main results are that a undercompressive shocks are present if
and only if dissipation and dispersion are balanced in a way that dispersion
 .sufficiently dominates diffusion, and b the Riemann problem has a
unique centered solution among functions consisting of a finite number of
shocks and rarefactions, in which all shocks satisfy the viscosity-capillarity
admissibility condition. The first result contrasts with the scalar case, in
which there are undercompressive shocks for any dissipation and disper-
sion, provided they are scaled appropriately. Incidentally, again in contrast
with the scalar case, undercompressive shocks cannot be arbitrarily weak;
their minimum strength depends solely on a parameter measuring the
balance between dissipation and dispersion. The second result contrasts
with the corresponding situation for the widely studied case of nonmono-
w xtonic p, for which there are two solutions for some initial data 5, 18, 15 ,
uniqueness being recovered only by the imposition of a further condition,
w xthe nucleation condition 1 . For monotonic p, no additional condition is
required; while there are solutions that include a pair of undercompressive
shock waves analogous to the dynamic phase boundaries of the nonmono-
.tonic case , there is no second admissible solution.
The equations of one-dimensional elasticity, with viscosity and capillarity
terms included, are
u y ¨ s 0,t x
1.1 .
2¨ y s u s e ¨ y e Au . . xt x x x x x
 .In this system, u s u x, t represents the longitudinal strain at time t at a
 .cross section of a rod located at position x, and ¨ s ¨ x, t is the velocity
 .of the rod at x. s s s u is the hyperelastic portion of the stress, taken to
be a given monotonically increasing function of strain u. The terms e ¨ x x
2 w xand e Au represent viscoelastic and capillary effects, respectively 20 .x x x
The parameters e and A are nonnegative constants, with e considered
small, and A held fixed as e ª 0 q .
 .The viscosity and capillarity terms on the right-hand side of system 1.1
serve as the regularization of the hyperbolic system in which e s 0.
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Specifically, we say a shock wave
u , ¨ if x - st , .y yu , ¨ x , t s 1.2 .  .  . u , ¨ if x ) st , .q q
with speed s is an admissible solution of the hyperbolic system
u y ¨ s 0,t t
1.3 .
¨ y s u s 0, . xt
if it is approximated by a travelling wave solution
ue , ¨ e s u , ¨ x y st re .  .  . .Ã Ã
 .of system 1.1 satisfying the boundary conditions
u , ¨ "` s u , ¨ , u9, ¨ 9 "` s 0, 0 , .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã" " 1.4 .
u0 , ¨ 0 "` s 0, 0 . .  .  .Ã Ã
w xThis ¨iscosity-capillarity admissibility criterion 20 for shock waves has
 .been studied widely in the context of phase transitions, where s u
 . is nonmonotone and system 1.3 changes type from hyperbolic where
 . .   . .s 9 u ) 0 to elliptic where s 9 u - 0 . However, here we consider
 .  .strictly monotonically increasing s u . The characteristic speeds l u s"
 .’" s 9 u are then real and distinct, so that system 1.3 is strictly .
hyperbolic.
w xIt is well known 9 that if s is also strictly convex, then admissible
 .shock waves 1.2 satisfy the Lax entropy condition:
l u - s - l u if s - 0, .  .y q y y
1.5 .
l u - s - l u if s ) 0, .  .q q q y
and conversely, every shock wave satisfying the Lax entropy condition is
 .admissible. In this paper, s u is monotonic but nonconvex. In particular,
it is straightforward to show that if s has isolated nondegenerate inflec-
 .tion points where s 0 s 0 and s - / 0 , then for fixed A large enough,
there are admissible shocks not satisfying the Lax entropy condition, and
shocks satisfying the Lax entropy condition that are not admissible. This
w xresult follows from the analysis in 19 by perturbing away from the purely
dispersive case A s `.
More detailed results concerning undercompressive shocks are obtained
 . 3when we restrict attention to the particular function s u s u q u. Some
w xresults from the earlier paper 15 on the system of mixed type in which
 . 3s u s u y u apply here as well, but in fact the results in the strictly
hyperbolic case are much simpler. There are two main conclusions. First
 .Theorem 3.2 , there are undercompressive shocks if and only if the
dispersive term is stronger than the dissipative term to the extent that
A ) 2r3.
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The second result concerns the Riemann problem, the initial value
 .problem for system 1.3 with jump initial data of the form
u , ¨ if x - 0, .L Lu , ¨ x , 0 s 1.6 .  .  . u , ¨ if x ) 0. .R R
Theorem 4.2 states that the Riemann problem has a unique solution for
 .  .all initial data u , ¨ , u , ¨ , the solution consisting of combinations ofL L R R
rarefaction waves and admissible shock waves. Moreover, the proof of
Theorem 4.2 is constructive, so that the solution is specified for each set
of initial data. The solution consists of up to four waves separated by
 .intervals in xrt in which the solution is constant.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we recall standard definitions of rarefaction waves and
w xshock waves 21, 23 .
T .  .’Let r s r u s 1, . s 9 u denote the right eigenvector of the ." "
 .linearized version of system 1.3 corresponding to the characteristic speed
 .  .l u respectively . A centered rarefaction wa¨e is a continuous piecewise"
 .smooth weak solution of 1.3 that has the scale invariant form
¡ u , ¨ if x F l u t , .  .y y " y~ u , ¨ xrt if l u t F x F l u t , .  .  .  .u , ¨ x , t s 2.1 .  .  ." y " q¢ u , ¨ if x G l u t . .  .q q " q
 .  . .For this to represent a solution of 1.3 , u, ¨ j lies on an integral curve
 .  .  .of r , and j s l u . In particular, the constants u , ¨ , u , ¨ lie on" " y y q q
 .the same integral curve, and l u is monotonically increasing as u goes"
from u to u . Such a rarefaction is referred to as forward if the plus signy q
 .is used in 2.1 , and backward if the minus sign is used.
 .  .  . 3Because of symmetries in systems 1.1 , 1.3 when s u s u q u, it will
be enough for us to further describe only backward rarefaction waves with
 .  .u - 0. In this case, u , ¨ , u , ¨ are related byy y y q q
uq 2’¨ s ¨ q 3u q 1 du, u - u F 0. 2.2 .Hq y y q
uy
 .  .For a fixed u , ¨ with u - 0, we let R u , ¨ denote the curve ofy y y y y y
 .  .  .points u , ¨ defined by 2.2 . R u , ¨ is called the backward rarefac-q q y y y
 .tion cur¨ e through u , ¨ .y y
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A centered shock wa¨e
u , ¨ if x - st , .y yu , ¨ x , t s 2.3 .  .  . u , ¨ if x ) st , .q q
 .  .  . 4with speed s is a weak solution of 1.3 if u , ¨ , u , ¨ , s satisfy they y q q
Rankine]Hugoniot condition
ys u y u y ¨ y ¨ s 0, .  .q y q y
2.4 .
y s ¨ y ¨ y s u y s u s 0. .  .  . .q y q y
Eliminating ¨ y ¨ , we haveq y
s2 s s u y s u r u y u , 2.5 .  .  .  . .q y q y
which equates the square of the speed with the slope of the chord joining
  ..the points u , s u in the graph of s ." "
 .A shock 2.3 is called a Lax shock if it satisfies the Lax entropy,
 .  .condition 1.5 , which relates the slope of the chord, given by 2.5 , to
 . 2  .slopes of s : either s 9 u - s - s 9 u , for a backward shock, havingy q
 . 2  .s - 0, or s 9 u - s - s 9 u , for a forward shock, having s ) 0.q y
For a function s having at most one inflection point, it is easy to show
that the Lax entropy condition is equivalent, for centered shock waves
 .  . w x 2.3 , to the entropy condition E of Wendroff 23 subsequently general-
w x.ized by Liu 11 , and to the viscosity criterion, involving the existence of
 . smooth travelling wave solutions of 1.1 with A s 0 i.e., including viscos-
.ity but not capillarity .
In the next section, after describing undercompressive shocks, for which
 . 2s 9 u ) s , we return to Lax shocks and characterize those that are"
admissible according to the viscosity-capillarity condition.
3. TRAVELLING WAVES AND
UNDERCOMPRESSIVE SHOCKS
 .  .  .  .Travelling wave solutions u s u j , ¨ s ¨ j , j s x y st re of 1.1
 . with the boundary conditions 1.4 give rise after integrating from j s y`
.and eliminating ¨ to the ordinary differential equation
Au0 s ysu9 q s u y s u y s2 u y u . 3.1 .  .  .  .y y
This second-order equation is equivalent to the first-order system
u9 s w ,
3.2 .2Aw9 s ysw q s u y s u y s u y u . .  .  .y y
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 .  .Equilibria of 3.2 are of the form u, w s 0 , with
s u y s u y s2 u y u s 0. 3.3 .  .  .  .y y
 .For convenience, when u, 0 is an equilibrium, we shall for brevity refer to
u as the equilibrium. If u is an equilibrium, then s, u , u are relatedq q y
 .  .by 2.5 , so that for any ¨ , ¨ satisfying ¨ y ¨ s ys u y u , they q q y q y
 .  .Rankine]Hugoniot condition 2.4 holds, and the triple u , ¨ ,y y
 . .  .u , ¨ , s represents a shock wave solution 2.3 of the hyperbolic systemq q
 .  .1.3 . Admissible shock waves correspond to solutions of 3.2 satisfying the
boundary conditions
u , ¨ "` s u , ¨ . 3.4 .  .  .  ." "
 .If u and u are saddle point equilibria for 3.2 , and there is ay q
 .  .heteroclinic orbit from u , 0 to u , 0 in the phase plane, then we sayy q
 .u ª u is a saddle-to-saddle connection. In particular, 2.3 is an under-y q
 .compressive shock if and only if the Rankine]Hugoniot condition 2.4 is
satisfied and u ª u is a saddle-to-saddle connection.y q
3.1. Equilibria
For the rest of this section, we confine attention to the case u - 0. Fory
each value of u and s, there are one, two, or three equilibria. Wheny
there are two or three, they are u andy
’ ’u s y u q D r2, u s y u y D r2, 3.5 . .  .0 y q y
 2 . 2where D s 4 s q 1 y 3u . Therefore, there are three equilibria satis-y
fying
u F u F uy 0 q
2   ..precisely when the chord with slope s through u , s u intersects they y
graph at two values of u larger than u , i.e., wheny
3 2 2 2u q 1 - s - 3u q 1. 3.6 .y y4
We record the formula relating s2 to u and u :q y
s2 s s u y s u r u y u s u2 q u u q u2 q 1. 3.7 .  .  .  . .q y q y q q y y
w x  .LEMMA 3.2 15 . For u - 0, let u , u be gi¨ en by 3.5 , with s satisfyingy 0 q
 .  .  .3.6 . Then the equilibria u , 0 of 3.2 are saddle points. The equilibrium"
 .  .u , 0 is an attractor stable node or spiral if s ) 0, and is a repeller if0
s - 0.
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3.2. Heteroclinic Orbits between Saddle Point Equilibria
w x  .As in 4, 8, 15 , we can use the fact that s u is cubic to find explicit
 .  .solutions of 3.2 , 3.4 . Then we establish the parameter ranges for which
the explicit solutions correspond to saddle-to-saddle connections.
 .Consider system 3.2 with three equilibria as discussed in the last
subsection. Then
d¨ r u .
A s ys q , 3.8 .
du ¨
 .  . . .  .where r u s u y u u y u u y u . Now look for solutions of 3.8y 0 q
of the form
¨ s k u y u u y u . 3.9 .  .  .y q
Here, we shall take k - 0, which is consistent with u - 0, for whichy
 .  .¨ u ) 0 along a connection from u to u . Substituting into 3.8 , we gety q
a linear equation for u. Equating coefficients, we obtain
ykA u q u s ys y u rk 3.10 .  .q y 0
from the constant term, and 2kA s 1rk from the coefficient of u. There-
fore
’k s y1r 2 A , 3.11 .
 .  .  .and for fixed u we can solve 3.5 , 3.7 , 3.10 for s and u with they q
following result when A / 2r9:
’ ’A u " q 9A y 1 u " q .y y" . " .s s s s y3 , u s u s ,( q q /2 2 y 9A 2 y 9A .
3.12 .
 . 2 where q s 18 A y 3 u q 18 A y 4. When A s 2r9, we find s sy
y1 y1 .yu y u , u s u .y y q y
 .Note that there are two families of equilibria in 3.12 , each family
depending on the two parameters u , A. We now characterize parametery
 .ranges for which 3.12 corresponds to a saddle-to-saddle connection.
 . 3THEOREM 3.2. Let s u s u q u, and let u - 0. Then there is ay
saddle-to-saddle connection u ª u with speed s - 0 if and only if A )y q
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 .2r3, u F yb A , wherey
2
b A s , 3.13 .  .(9A y 6
y. y.  .and s s s , u s u , gi¨ en by 3.12 .q q
Proof. Suppose u ª u is a saddle-to-saddle connection with speedy q
w xs - 0. Then the argument in 15 establishes that the trajectory in the
phase plane must lie on an invariant parabola. Thus, s, u must be givenq
 .by one of the formulae in 3.12 . It remains then to show that the
requirements that u , u be saddle point equilibria, and that s - 0, arey q
equivalent to the restrictions on A and u in Theorem 3.2, given thaty
u - 0.y
 .First note that, by integrating along the trajectory w s w u from u toy
u , we obtainq
u uq q 2sw u du s s u y s u y s u y u ds - 0, 3.14 .  .  .  .  . .H H y y
u uy y
since u - u , s - 0, w s u9 ) 0. Consequently,y q
u ) yu . 3.15 .q y
Now,
’u " qy" .u q u s . 3.16 .q y 2 y 9A
 . 2 2But qs 18 Ay3 u q18 Ay4)u when 9A y 2)0, so that u qy y y
q.’q ) 0 in this case. Thus, u q u - 0 when 9A y 2 ) 0, contradictingq y
 . 23.15 . On the other hand, when 9A y 2 - 0, we have q - u , leading toy
 .’u q q - 0 and the same contradiction of 3.15 . We conclude thaty
u s uy., s s sy. 3.17 .q q
 .  .in 3.12 . Incidentally, the same estimate of q shows that the choice 3.17
 .is consistent with 3.15 . Henceforth, we write u , s without the additionalq
superscripts:
’ ’A u y q 9A y 1 u y q .y y
s s y3 , u s , 3.18 .( q /2 2 y 9A 2 y 9A .
 . 2where q s 18 A y 3 u q 18 A y 4.y
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 .Next, we prove that A ) 2r3, and u - yb A . We prove these in-y
equalities from the restriction that u - y2u , in order that u be aq y y
saddle point. If u ) y2u , then u is the leftmost equilibrium, and uq y 0 y
.becomes the middle equilibrium.
 .Since s - 0, the formula 3.18 implies that
A ) 2r9. 3.19 .
  .. . 4  .’Now u q 2u s 1r 2 y 9A y9A q 3 u y q - 0 and 3.19 to-q y y
 .’gether imply that q - 3 1 y 3 A u . Thus, A ) 1r3 andy
22 2q s 18 A y 3 u q 18 A y 4 - 9 1 y 3 A u . .  .y y
 . 2Simplifying this inequality and using 3.19 again, we obtain 2 - 3u ?y
 .3 A y 2 , which completes the proof.
 .  .When A ) 2r3, and u - b A , we use the notation u s u u toy S S y
 .  .denote u given by formula 3.18 . Thus, u ª u u is a saddle-to-sad-q y S y
 .  .dle connection with speed s s s u given by 3.18 .S y
To characterize all undercompressive shocks, we must also consider
u ) 0 andror s ) 0. These possibilities are covered by the followingy
lemma, in conjunction with Theorem 3.2, which reduces any saddle-to-sad-
dle connection to a saddle-to-saddle connection u ª u with u - 0 andy q y
speed s - 0.
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose u ª u is a connection with speed s. Theny q
 .i u ª u is a connection with speed ys.q y
Moreo¨er, if s is an odd function, then
 .ii yu ª yu is a connection with speed s, andy q
 .iii yu ª yu is a connection with speed ys.q y
3.3. Admissible Lax Shocks
 .  .Recall that if 1.2 is a backward Lax shock, then u , 0 is a repeller fory
 .  .system 3.2 , and u , 0 is a saddle point.q
First, we consider u - 0 and u - u . Note that u cannot be they q y y
middle equilibrium for a saddle-to-saddle connection from some u ) 0 toÄ
u with negative speed. This follows by contradiction: integrate w dwrduq
along a supposed trajectory from u to u , to find a positive signed areaÄ q
  ..   ..between the graph of s and the chord through u , s u , u , s u .q q y y
.On the other hand, this area must be negative, since u - u - u. ThisÄq y
 .observation implies that the stable manifold from u , 0 , that is joined toq
 .u , 0 for small u y u ) 0, cannot extend to the third equilibrium.y y q
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 .  .Thus, the trajectory from u , 0 to u , 0 persists as u decreases.y q q
 .Hence, all shocks 1.2 with u - u - 0 and s - 0 are not only Laxq y
shocks; they are admissible.
 .For fixed u , ¨ , we parameterize these shocks by u , and define ay y q
slow shock curve S byy
S u , ¨ s u , ¨ : ¨ s ¨ y s u u y u , u - u , 3.20 4 .  .  .  .  .y y y q q q y q q y q y
where
2 2’s u s y u q u u q u q 1 . 3.21 .  .q q q y y
 .Now we consider Lax shocks 1.2 with u ) 0 ) u . Here, the under-y y
compressive shocks play an important role.
 .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let A ) 2r3. i For each u - b A , there is u sL sad
 .u u - u such that forsad L L
1r22 2s s y u q u u q u q 1 , 3.22 . .sad sad L L
 .  .  .u ª u u is a connection with speed s. ii For b A - u - 0, theresad S sad L
 .is no u such that u ª u u is a connection with speed s gi¨ ensad sad S sad
 .by 3.22 .
 .  .  .Proof. From 3.10 , 3.11 , and 3.18 , we can express u in terms of u0 y
 .  .  .’and A: u s u y q r 2 y 9A ; thus, from 3.18 , we find that s s0 y
2 2’3u Ar2 . But u is the middle equilibrium if and only if s ) 3u q 1,0 0 0
 .which leads immediately to u - b A . To complete the proof, we identify0
u with u in this argument. Then u is the corresponding u . This0 L sad y
completes the proof.
We define
u u u if A ) 2r3 and u - b A , .  . .S sad y yu* u s 3.23 .  .y  y2u otherwise,y
then u* marks the end point of a curve SU of admissible Lax shocks. Toy
be precise, for u - 0, lety
SU u , ¨ s u , ¨ u : u ) u* u , 3.24 4 .  .  .  . .y y y q y
 .  .   ..with ¨ s ¨ u given as for S u , ¨ cf. 3.20 .q q y y y
We summarize the construction of admissible Lax shocks as follows.
 .  . 4LEMMA 3.5. Let u - 0. Then u , ¨ , u , ¨ , s is an admissible Laxy y y q q
 .  .  .shock with s - 0 if and only if u , ¨ g S u , ¨ s S u , ¨ jq q y y y y y y
U  .  .  .S u , ¨ and s s s u is gi¨ en by 3.21 .y y y q
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4. WAVE CURVES AND THE RIEMANN PROBLEM
The key ingredient in solving the Riemann problem is to understand the
 .  .construction of the slow wave curve W u , ¨ for a fixed point u , ¨y L L L L
with u - 0. Then symmetry is used to construct slow wave curves forL
 .u ) 0, and fast wave curves W u , ¨ . In Theorem 4.1 we show that theL q L L
wave curves are monotonic. The wave curves can then be used to construct
 .a unique solution of the Riemann problem for system 1.1 . The procedure
w xis similar to that in 15 , but the details are different, and much simpler.
4.1. Wa¨e Cur¨ es
 .  .The slow wave curve W u , ¨ is defined to be the set of u , ¨ suchy L L 1 1
 .that the quarter-plane problem consisting of 1.1 in the domain x - 0,
t ) 0 with boundary conditions
u , ¨ x , 0 s u , ¨ , x - 0, u , ¨ 0, t s u , ¨ , t ) 0, .  .  .  .  .  .L L 1 1
4.1 .
 . .has a weak solution u, ¨ xrt that involves rarefaction waves, admissible
shock waves, and constants. Note that in general, the boundary conditions
overdetermine the problem; only for a restricted set of data can there be a
solution.
 .The solution of the quarter-plane problem with data 4.1 involves a
single admissible Lax shock, or a single rarefaction wave if and only if
 .  .  .  .u , ¨ lies in the set S u , ¨ j R u , ¨ . As u , ¨ traverses1 1 y L L y L L y y
 .  .  .  .S u , ¨ j R u , ¨ , the only points u , ¨ to which u , ¨ couldy L L y L L 1 1 y y
 .possibly be connected by a slower wave with negative speed than the
 .  .shock or rarefaction joining u , ¨ to u , ¨ are the pointsL L y y
" . .  .U u , ¨ , with u - y1, and the endpoint U* u , ¨ sq y y y y y
  .   . .. U  .   .u* u , A , ¨ u* u , A , u of S u , ¨ . In particular, if u , ¨ gy y y y y y y y
U  .S u , ¨ , then any saddle-to-saddle connection u ª u with negativey L L y q
 .  . .speed is faster than the shock from u , ¨ to u , ¨ . It is not hardL L y y
 .  .to check that the loci S , RS u , ¨ defined below of these points," L L
 .  . U  .together with S u , ¨ j R u , ¨ j S u , ¨ , comprise the entirey L L y L L y L L
 .wave curve W u , ¨ . We now give more precise details of this construc-y L L
tion.
 .  .The rarefaction-shock curve RS u , ¨ is the set of u , ¨ such that theL L 1 1
 .solution of the quarter-plane problem 4.1 is a rarefaction-shock separat-
 .  .  .ing constant states u , ¨ , u , ¨ . That is, there is a point u , ¨ gL L 1 1 q q
 .  .  . .R u , ¨ such that the shock u , ¨ , u , ¨ , s is an admissible shockL L q q 1 1
 2 .1r2wave with speed s s y 3u q 1 that is characteristic on the left. Inq
words, the trailing edge of the rarefaction wave is a shock. It is straightfor-
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 .ward to calculate that on RS u , ¨ ,L L
1r22u s yu r2, ¨ s ¨ u q 3u q 1 u y u , .  . .1 q 1 q q q 1 q
4.2 .u - u - 0,ÄL q
 .where ¨ is given by 3.20 andq
max u , b A for A ) 2r3, . .Lu s 4.3 .ÄL  u for A F 2r3.L
 .For A - 2r3, or for b A - u - 0, we define the slow wave curve to beL
 .  .  .  . U  .W u , ¨ s S u , ¨ j R u , ¨ j RS u , ¨ j S u , ¨ , sincey L L y L L L L L L y L L
the solution of the Goursat problem cannot include undercompressive
shocks.
 .For A ) 2r3 and u - b A , the wave curve also includes combina-L
tions of waves with undercompressive shocks. Undercompressive shocks
can be combined with rarefaction waves or with shock waves. Accordingly,
 .we define the RS and SS portions of the wave curve W u , ¨ asy L L
follows.
 .The curve RS is the set of u, ¨ such that the solution of the quarter-
 .  .  .plane problem 4.1 is a rarefaction wave joining u , ¨ to u , ¨ g RL L y y
 .  .and an undercompressive shock from u , ¨ to u, ¨ . Thus,y y
uy 2’¨ s ¨ u s ¨ q s 9 y dy , s 9 y s 3 y q 1, .  .  .Hy y y L
uL
1
y1 ’u s u u s 9A y 1 u y q u , .  .  . /y S 2 y 9A
4.4 .
q u s 18 A y 3 u2 q 18 A y 4 .  .
 y1note that u , u are given by the same quadratic formulae, though withS S
.different domains , and
¨ s ¨ y s u u y u , u - u - u u , .  .  .y S y y R S S L
4.5 .’A u " qy
s u s y3 . . (S y  /2 2 y 9A
 .Similarly, the curve SS is defined as the set of u, ¨ such that the
 .  .solution of the quarter-plane problem 4.1 is a shock wave joining u , ¨L L
 .  .  .to u , ¨ g R and an undercompressive shock from u , ¨ to u, ¨ .y y y y
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Thus, the formulae are modified only by
¨ s ¨ u s ¨ y s u u y u , .  .  .y y y L y y
4.6 .1r22 2s u s u q u u q u q 1 , .  .y y y L L
and
¨ s ¨ y s u u y u , u u - u - u* u . 4.7 .  .  .  .  .y S y y S L L
 .We want to show d¨rdu ) 0 for u - u - u* u . SinceR S L
d¨ d¨ duys ,
du du duy
the result will be proved by the two calculations
duy
- 0, A ) 2r3, u - u - u* u , 4.8 .  .R S Ldu
d¨
- 0, A ) 2r3, u u - u - b A . 4.9 .  .  .sad L yduy
 .  .Proof of 4.8 . From 4.4 , we have that
1 1
Xu u s 9A y 1 y 6 6 A y 1 u - 0 .  .  .S  /2 y 9A ’2 q
y1for A ) 2r3, u - 0. Since u s u , this completes the proof.y S
 .The proof of 4.9 is much more tricky, because there is some cancella-
 .tion of terms. Specifically, from 4.7 , we have
d¨ d
Xs ¨ u q p u , 4.10 .  .  .y y ydu duy y
 .where, from 3.12 ,
p u s ys u u u y u .  .  . .y S y S y y
3 A
s u y q u 18 A y 3 u y q u .’ ’ .  .  .(  /  /y y y y2 22 y 9A . 4.11 .
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 .  .To simplify drdu p u , we introduce the parametery y
B s 9A y 2 ) 4 for A ) 2r3,
so that, after simplifying,
’ ’2 2 B q 2
2’p9 u s 2 B q 1 u q y B q 1 2 B q 1 u q B , .  .  .  . 4 .y y y2’B q
4.12 .
 . 2where q s 2 B q 1 u q 2 B. First note that, since u - 0, we havey y
 .  .p9 u - 0. On the other hand, ¨ 9 u ) 0 on the shock and rarefactiony y
 .curves. Therefore, to prove 4.9 , we have to show
yp9 u r¨ 9 u ) 1, u - b A . 4.13 .  .  .  .y y y
On the rarefaction curve,
¨ 9 u s s 9 u . 4.14’ .  .  .y y
whereas on the shock curve,
¨ u s ¨ y s u y u , .  .y L y L
2 2’s s y u q u u q u ) y s 9 u , u - u - 0. 4.15’  .  .y y L L y y L
Thus, on the shock curve,
¨ 9 u s ys9 u u y u y s u .  .  .  .y y y L y
4.16 .1
2s y 3u q 1 ) s 9 u r2.’  . .y y2 s
 .Thus, the inequality 4.13 is implied by
’yp9 x r s 9 x ) 1, x - b A , 4.17 .  .  .  .
which we now proceed to prove.
It is convenient to change parameters again, introducing y s 1rx 2,
 .  .  .y2c s 1rB. Then inequality 4.17 becomes g y, c ) 1, 0 - y - b A s
1r2c y 2, 0 - c - 1r4, where
’ ’2 2 1 q 2c 1 q c 2 q c q y .  . ’g y , c s y c 2 q c . 4.18 .  .  . 5’ ’3 q y 2 q c q 2 y
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This function of two variables can be plotted easily, from which it is
observed that g is larger than about 3r2. Proving this estimate is delicate
and uninformative, so we omit the details. We have proved the following
theorem.
 .THEOREM 4.1. For u - 0, the slow wa¨e cur¨ e W u , ¨ is the graphL y L L
of a continuous monotonically increasing function.
 .Remark 1. The proof of 4.9 is quite delicate, and relies heavily on the
 .formulae derived from assuming s u is cubic. Nonetheless, it seems
doubtful that a more general nonlinearity, having the same general shape
as the monotonic cubic, would give rise to a nonmonotonic wave curve. It
would be interesting and challenging to test this conjecture numerically.
 .The consequence of nonmonotonicity of W u , ¨ would be that they L L
 .  .Riemann problem would have multiple solutions for data u , ¨ , u , ¨L L R R
in an open subset of R2 = R2. As we shall see, monotonicity of the slow
wave curve gives uniqueness of solutions of the Riemann problem.
Remark 2. It might be helpful at this stage to summarize the construc-
 .  .tion of the slow wave curve W u , ¨ when u - b A , A ) 2r3, they L L L
case for which there are undercompressive shocks involved. Consider
 .  .u , ¨ g W u , ¨ . We describe the solution of the Riemann problemR R y L L
 .which involves only waves with negative speeds as it depends on u . ForR
u - u , the solution is a Lax shock. For u - u - 0, the solution is aR L L R
rarefaction wave. In the range 0 - u - u , the solution is a rarefaction-R R S
shock. So far, the constructions are all classical. At u s u , somethingR R S
  ..different happens. Since u s u b A by definition, the shock wave inR S S
the rarefaction-shock construction is on the verge of losing admissibility.
The corresponding saddle-node to saddle trajectory in the phase plane is
along the separatrix whereas for slightly smaller u it is embedded in aR
.family of trajectories emanating from the saddle-node equilibrium. For
 .u - u - u u , the solution is a rarefaction followed by a slowerR S R S L
 .   . .undercompressive shock joining u , ¨ g R to u s u u , ¨ , andy y R S y R
 .u decreases to u as u increases from u to u u . As u crossesy L R R S S L R
 .  .u u , the rarefaction is replaced by a Lax shock, so that for u u -S L S L
 .u - u* u , the solution is a Lax shock followed by a slower undercom-R L
pressive shock. As discussed above in connection with the definition of
 .  .u* u , when u approaches u* u , the speed of the Lax shock ap-L R L
proaches that of the undercompressive shock, and the two speeds coincide
 .  .for u s u* u . Consequently, for u ) u* u , the strong Lax shocksR L R L
become admissible and the solution consists of a single Lax shock.
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 .Now equations 1.1 are invariant under the group generated by the
following transformations:
x , t ¬ yx , t , u , ¨ ¬ u , y¨ .  .  .  .
x , t ¬ x , t , u , ¨ ¬ yu , y¨ .  .  .  . 4.19 .
x , t ¬ x , t , u , ¨ ¬ u , c q ¨ , c constant . .  .  .  .  .
The first transformation converts left moving waves into right moving
waves, and vice versa. In particular, u is unchanged under this transforma-
tion. The second transformation allows a change in the sign of u without
changing the direction of waves. Invariance under this transformation
depends on s being an odd function.
 .Paralleling the definition of the slow wave curve W u , ¨ , we definey L L
 .  .the fast wave curve W u , ¨ to be the set of u , ¨ such that theq R R 1 1
 .quarter-plane problem consisting of 1.1 in the domain x ) 0, t ) 0 with
boundary conditions
u , ¨ x , 0 s u , ¨ , x ) 0, u , ¨ 0, t s u , ¨ , t ) 0, .  .  .  .  .  .R R 1 1
4.20 .
 . .has a weak solution u, ¨ xrt that involves rarefaction waves, admissible
shock waves, and constants. Then, applying appropriate transformations
 .  .  .  .  .4.19 , we can express W u , ¨ and W u , ¨ for all u , ¨ , u , ¨y L L q R R L L R R
 .in terms of the slow wave curve W u , ¨ constructed in detail above fory L L
u - 0:L
W u , ¨ s u , ¨ : yu , 2¨ y ¨ g W yu , ¨ , 4 .  .  .  .y L L L y L L
4.21 .
W u , ¨ s u , ¨ : u , 2¨ y ¨ g W u , ¨ , 4 .  .  .  .q R R R y R R
4.2. The Riemann Problem
 .  .The wave curves W u , ¨ and W u , ¨ are used to constructy L L q R R
 .  .solutions of the Riemann problem 1.3 , 1.6 . This is done in more or less
the usual way, identifying intersections of the wave curves with solutions of
the problem. Each point on a wave curve may represent one or two waves
travelling in the same direction, but with different speeds.
By a centered solution of the Riemann problem, we mean a weak
 .solution u, ¨ depending only on xrt, and which consists of a finite
number of admissible shocks, rarefactions, and constants. Since the admis-
sibility condition depends on the parameter A, the meaning of centered
shock also depends on A, but we consider A to be a fixed positive
parameter. We say a centered solution satisfies the classical Lax condition
if all shocks in the solution satisfy the Lax entropy condition.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let A ) 0 be fixed. Then:
 .a The Riemann problem has a unique centered solution for all data
 .  .u , ¨ , u , ¨ .L L R R
 .b All solutions satisfy the classical Lax condition if and only if A - 2r3.
 .Proof. First, note that the slow wave curve W u , ¨ runs monotoni-y L L
cally from u s y`, ¨ s y` to u s q`, ¨ s q`. To see this, observe
 .  .that for large u, u, ¨ g W u , ¨ lies on the shock curve portion, andy L L
therefore satisfies the Rankine]Hugoniot condition with s - 0 given by
2 2 2 < <s s u q u u q u . Thus, s ª ` as u ª `. Consequently, ¨ s ¨ yL L L
 .s u y u ª "` as u ª "`, respectively. Similarly, the fast wave curveL
 .W u , ¨ runs monotonically from u s y`, ¨ s q` to u s q`, ¨ sq R R
y`. Therefore, the two curves have a unique point of intersection, say
 .u , ¨ . The solution of the Riemann problem is then a combination of0 0
 .waves and constants, depending on the location of u , ¨ on the slow0 0
 .  .  .wave curve W u , ¨ , joining u , ¨ to u , ¨ , and a combination ofy L L L L 0 0
 .  .waves and constants joining u , ¨ to u , ¨ . This completes the proof0 0 R R
 .  .of part a . Part b follows from the construction of the wave curves.
Specifically, if A - 2r3, then the wave curves do not include any under-
compressive shocks, for any initial data, whereas for A ) 2r3, either or
both wave curves may include portions representing undercompressive
shocks, depending on the location of u and u . In particular, forL R
A ) 2r3, there are solutions of the Riemann problem that involve either
one or two undercompressive shocks. This completes the proof.
The proof of the theorem depends on the explicit cubic nonlinearity
used in this paper, in order to construct wave curves globally in phase
space. The key ingredient that does not immediately generalize to an
 .arbitrary monotonic nonlinearity s u with a single inflection point, is the
construction of solutions with undercompressive shocks. However, it is
possible to perturb the cubic nonlinearity and retain the qualitative fea-
tures calculated explicitly here. One technique to achieve this is the
w xMelnikov integral 13 , which can be used to perturb the saddle-to-saddle
connections and saddle-node to saddle connections. For larger perturba-
tions, it may be that the wave curves are not monotonic. Indeed, the
delicate nature of the calculation to establish monotonicity for the cubic
nonlinearity suggests that monotonicity of the wave curves is not an
intrinsic property. Consequently, uniqueness of solutions may be lost for
different monotone nonlinearities.
Finally, we remark that although there are solutions of the Riemann
problem with two undercompressive shock waves, there are no other
solutions with the same initial data. This contrasts with the situation for a
 . w xnonmonotone flux function s u , for which it is well known 1, 15, 18, 22
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that for some solutions with two undercompressive shocks known as phase
.boundaries in this context , there is also a solution with no phase bound-
aries. Uniqueness can be recovered in such cases by imposing an addi-
 .tional condition a nucleation condition that distinguishes between the two
w xsolutions. As explained in 15 , the nonuniqueness arises due to the
disconnectedness of the wave curves, and their lack of monotonicity.
However, the separate components of the wave curves are monotonic. In
this paper, no nucleation condition is needed, because the wave curves are
connected and monotonic.
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